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Three Austronesian languages spoken in southern Cenderawasih Bay—Moor, Yerisiam, and
Yaur—have separately developed contrastive lexical tone. It is striking that three adjacent
and related languages would have undergone tonogenesis with no shared tonal innovations.
Furthermore, internally-motivated regular sound change straightforwardly explains only a
portion of observed tonal developments. The most plausible explanation for tonogenesis is
language contact with one or more non-Austronesian tonal languages.
1. Introduction1
What could cause three closely related neighboring languages to independently innovate a 
lexical tone contrast? Is there such a thing as contact-induced tonogenesis? Some linguists 
have linked tonogenesis in New Guinea (Donohue 2005) and mainland Southeast Asia to 
language contact, but they have often done so without clearly explaining the mechanism 
(Brunelle & Kirby 2015:81). In a recent well-controlled statistical study on the evidence 
for contact-induced tonogenesis in mainland Southeast Asia, Brunelle and Kirby 
(2015:106) conclude:
All else being equal, unrelated neighbouring languages do not tend to have
tonal inventories of similar size. Similarly, languages do not seem to bor-
row the idea of tone from their neighbours: that is, the likelihood of a lan-
guage phonologizing pitch variations into tones does not seem to depend on
the tonality of neighbouring languages.
Brunelle and Kirby (2015:103) admit that there are in fact a few verifiable cases of 
contact-induced tonogenesis, such as Vietnamese and Tsat, which may be attributable to 
“exceptionally intensive and long-lasting contact”.
Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur, the three tonal Austronesian languages of Cenderawasih Bay 
(a large bay along the north coast of New Guinea), present an interesting challenge to 
theories of tonogenesis and language contact. One cannot say for certain that language 
contact was responsible for tonogenesis in these languages, since important aspects of 
the historical contact situation are unknown and perhaps unknowable. I will nonetheless 
argue that contact-induced tonogenesis is the only plausible explanation for the observed 
data.
The Austronesian languages of Cenderawasih Bay belong to the South Halmahera–West 
New Guinea (SHWNG) subgroup. SHWNG, the closest known relative of Oceanic, con-
1This paper has benefited from discussions with participants in the 2016 workshop (‘Contact and substrate in
the languages of Wallacea’), in particular Antoinette Schapper, Laura Arnold, Owen Edwards, and Emily
Gasser. Two anonymous reviewers provided very helpful feedback, especially on the language contact
section, which significantly improved the paper. Last but not least, thanks to my main language consul-
tants, without whom this work would not have been possible: Zakeus Manuaron, Selsius Aritahanu, and
Dorkas Musendi (Moor); Herman Marariampi and Hengki Akubar (Yerisiam); and Yuliana Akubar, Yafet
Maniburi, and Dirk Rumawi (Yaur). My fieldwork was partially supported by a grant from the Endangered
Language Documentation Programme.
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sists of around 40 languages spoken on the southern half of Halmahera in the northern
Moluccas, on the Raja Ampat islands, and in Cenderawasih Bay. The time depth of Proto-
SHWNG is as great as 3500 years (Kamholz 2014:9). There is significant diversity within
the subgroup.
SHWNG languages have generally retained little inherited Austronesian lexicon and mor-
phosyntax. The three languages on which this paper focuses contain fewer than 100 words
with secure Austronesian etymologies (out of 1300–1800 documented words), with Yaur
containing only 48. The Austronesian-derived words are pronouns, numerals, and other
basic vocabulary, and reflect a distinctive set of (mostly) regular sound changes. These
facts have led most linguists, myself included, to classify SHWNG languages as Aus-
tronesian. There is no clear alternative using standard historical linguistic methodology,
as SHWNG languages do not share any other basic vocabulary strata with each other or
another language family. Nonetheless, SHWNG languages clearly have a distinctive pro-
file and are not “typical” Austronesian languages. I will consider how this may have come
about in the section on language contact below.
At least six SHWNG languages are known to be tonal: the Raja Ampat languages Ma'ya,
Matbat, and Ambel (Remijsen 2001; Arnold forthcoming) and the southern Cenderawa-
sih Bay languages Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur (own fieldwork).2 Proto-Austronesian was
not tonal, and in general tone is quite rare in Austronesian languages. The best available
synchronic descriptions of tone in SHWNG languages are Remijsen’s analysis (2001) of
Ma'ya and Matbat and Arnold’s analysis (forthcoming) of Ambel. Kamholz (2014) exam-
ines SHWNG tone from a historical perspective for the purpose of subgrouping.
This study builds on Kamholz’s analysis (2014) of tone in Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur.
Rather than focusing on subgrouping, instead I ask the question, how did tone emerge in
these languages in the first place? I will argue that it strains credulity that tonogenesis was
a purely internal development; more likely, it was mediated by language contact.
The structure of the paper is as follows. I first discuss the methodology used in analyzing
the tone systems of Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur. I then summarize each language’s syn-
chronic tone system and look for Austronesian-internal explanations to account for tonal
developments. Finally, I turn to external (language contact) explanations for tonogenesis,
comparing the expected outcome in different contact scenarios to what is actually found
in southern Cenderawasih Bay.
2. Methodology
Historical analysis of southern Cenderawasih Bay tonogenesis can only be based on ad-
equate synchronic descriptions of the three languages’ tone systems. While the currently
available descriptions are sufficient for this task, all three languages have presented ana-
lytical challenges.
Remijsen (2014) presents a methodology for investigating complex word-prosodic sys-
tems. Ma'ya, containing both contrastive stress and tone, is an example of such a system.
The prosodic systems of Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur are all complex in Remijsen’s sense, as
2In addition, I conducted preliminary fieldwork in 2015 on the Raja Ampat languages Biga, Batta, and As,
and found apparent tonal minimal pairs in all three.
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one must take into account both vowel length and pitch in order to describe all supraseg-
mental contrasts.3
Remijsen (2014:684) gives the following advice for the initial analysis of a complex word-
prosodic system:
[R]ather than using the acoustic analysis only as a stage from data collection
to statistics, I advocate adding it to [the] mix of methodologies used during
the exploratory phase, in a dialectic process with traditional field methods. At
the same time, I caution against spending too much time and effort on instru-
mental analysis early on. At this exploratory stage in the investigation, we
need to get a grip on the system of distinctions and processes, and be open to
alternative interpretations. Additional lexical items, word forms, or utterance
contexts can greatly enrich or alter the budding analysis. It is a stage of fertile
confusion, when our working hypotheses are in flux. We should not cut this
phase short and move on to systematic recording too early. … I would recom-
mend to simply group forms that have the same suprasegmental pattern and
to spell out the salient phonetic characteristic(s) of such patterns. We are then
poised to further our understanding in the next session, by getting additional
cases, or by examining the patterns in a different context.
My investigation of the word-prosodic systems of Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur has (unwit-
tingly) followed this strategy quite closely. It has moved beyond what Remijsen calls
the exploratory phase, but has not proceeded to a full-scale instrumental or phonological
analysis.
There are two principal reasons for this. The first is incidental: my research was focused
on historical-comparative work, not exhaustive phonological description of any one lan-
guage. The second is more fundamental and applies mainly to Moor and Yaur. In these
languages, suprasegmental contrasts are neutralized in many phonological contexts and
production is quite variable, even for the same speaker in the same context. Moor and
Yaur speakers are typically not very conscious of these contrasts and seem to regard them
as optional. For example, when minimal pairs are placed in a carrier sentence in a con-
text where they theoretically should contrast, speakers do not consistently produce the
distinction (nor do they consistently merge it!). Despite spending many hours eliciting,
transcribing, and grouping suprasegmental patterns in Moor and Yaur, some elements of
their systems have remained elusive. The situation is quite different in Yerisiam, where
(for whatever reason) speakers consistently produce tonal contrasts and furthermore are
usually quite conscious of them.
The analysis presented here should therefore be considered a work in progress. I am con-
fident that the most common tonal categories have been identified in each language, just
as I am confident that a more satisfying analysis of the suprasegmental phonetics and
phonology can still be found.
3Whether what I analyze as length or tone could be reanalyzed as stress (more plausible in some cases than
others) has little impact on the complexity of the system and the care with which it must be examined.
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3. Description of southern Cenderawasih Bay tone systems and internal ex-
planations for tonogenesis
This section describes the tone systems of Moor, Yaur, and Yerisiam, and potential regu-
lar sound changes (i.e., internal explanations) that can account for specific tonal develop-
ments. Before turning to this, I first give some basic background on these languages and
the SHWNG subgroup to which they belong.
Figure 1 shows a map of the languages of Cenderawasih Bay. The lingue franche nowa-
days throughout Cenderawasih Bay are Indonesian and, more commonly, Papuan Malay,
but until recently the SHWNG languages Wandamen and Biak served as lingue franche in
some parts of the bay. The Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur languages are each associated with
an ethnic group of the same name. Each language is spoken in fewer than ten villages
and has no more than about a thousand speakers. There is historical evidence that Moor,
Yerisiam, and Yaur have been spoken in approximately the same locations as present since
the mid-19th century (Fabritius 1855). There is no documented history before that.
NowadaysMoor andYaur people often do not speak any indigenous NewGuinea language
other than their own. Many Yerisiam speakers know at least one other local language.
In Sima, the sole Yerisiam village on the Cenderawasih Bay coast, there is a significant
minority of Yaur people and Yaur is, or until recently was, the common language of Sima.
In Erega, a Yerisiam village in the Yamor Lakes (on the “bird’s neck” between the north
and south coast of New Guinea), the local dialect of Kamoro is also spoken. In Rurumo,
a Yerisiam village in Etna Bay (on the south coast), one or more varieties of Mairasi
languages are also said to be spoken.
The internal subgrouping of SHWNG is shown in Figure 2.4 Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur are
not mutually intelligible and (impressionistically) not particularly similar to one another. I
have tentatively grouped Yerisiam and Yaur together in a low-level subgroup on the basis
of a single distinctive sound change (loss of *ŋ).
The relationship of Proto-SHWNG to other high-level branches of Austronesian is shown
in Figure 3, following Blust’s generally accepted subgrouping. In the following, when
citing reconstructions of inherited Austronesian words in Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur, I
generally cite proto-forms at the most recently available level(s) in the tree. Since little
has been reconstructed at the level of Proto-SHWNG, Proto-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian
(PEMP), and Proto-Central-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian (PCEMP), the most recent level
is often Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP).
As an initial demonstration of the diversity among Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur’s tone sys-
tems, Table 1 shows tonal outcomes for nine inherited Proto-Malayo-Polynesian words in
all three languages.5 Glossing over the precise meaning of the diacritical marks and treat-
4This tree has one important modification from the one presented in Kamholz (2014:141): Proto-Ambel-
Biga has been abandoned. My 2015 fieldwork on Biga revealed that the single innovation on which the
subgroup was based, syncretism of the inalienable plural suffix as -n/-no, was incorrectly reported in the
Biga field notes used in my 2014 dissertation. In fact, Biga distinguishes inalienable 2ඉඅ -mo from -no in
the other plural forms.
5The PMP vowel normally written *e is written *ə throughout this paper. This reflects its phonetic value and
prevents confusion in comparisons with PCEMP and PEMP, which contrast *ə and *e. Modern language
orthography follows IPA except: j = [dʒ], y = [j], ’ = [ʔ], gw = [gʷ], ng = [ŋ], v = [β], r = [ɾ]. The follow-
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Figure 1. Map of Cenderawasih Bay languages, adapted from an unpublished SIL
Papua map. Austronesian languages are shaded in gold. Arrows show the locations
of Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur.
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ing them simply as abstract tonal patterns, no obvious correspondence patterns emerge.
If shared tonal innovations are to be found, it will have to be at a deeper level of analy-
sis. We turn now to individual descriptions of the tone systems of Moor, Yerisiam, and
Yaur.6
Proto-SHWNG
Proto-RASH
Proto-South Halmahera
Proto-Southern South
Halmahera
Proto-Central-Eastern
South Halmahera
Gebe
Proto-Ma’ya-Matbat
Ambel
Biga
Fiawat
As
Tandia
Moor
Waropen
Warembori
Yoke
Proto-Cenderawasih
Bay
Proto-Biakic
Proto-Yapen
Proto-Western Yapen
Proto-Central Yapen
…
Proto-Eastern Yapen
Kurudu
Wabo
Proto-Southwest
Cenderawasih Bay
Proto-Yaur-Yerisiam
Umar
Figure 2. Internal subgrouping of SHWNG languages. Southern Cenderawasih
Bay tonal languages are highlighted in bold.
Proto-Austronesian
Formosan Proto-Malayo-Polynesian
Western Malayo-Polynesian Proto-Central Eastern
Malayo-Polynesian
Central Malayo-Polynesian Proto-Eastern
Malayo-Polynesian
Proto-South Halmahera–West
New Guinea
Proto-Oceanic
Figure 3. The higher branches of the Austronesian family tree, after Blust
(2013:729–743), originally appearing as Blust (1977). Nodes in italics are not
proto-languages, but rather are cover terms for multiple primary branches.
ing segmentation convention is used: boundaries written with a hyphen (-) are justifiable on synchronic
grounds; boundaries written with a slash (/) have no independent justification, their sole function being to
separate a proposed reflex from other material.
6The following descriptions are adapted from Kamholz (2014).
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Table 1. Initial look at southern Cenderawasih Bay tonal developments
PMP Moor Yerisiam Yaur
*banua ‘inhabited land’ manù ‘forest’ nú ‘village’ núù-ré ‘village’
*kutu ‘louse’ kú’-a úukú óò-jé
*manuk ‘bird’ mànu máan-áà mà’-ré
*nusa ‘island’ nút-a núùhà nùh-ré
*punti ‘banana’ hút-a píití ìdí-e
*susu ‘breast’ tút-a húuhú-gùa húhì-e
*taŋis ‘to cry’ ’ànit-a káh-é ’àáh-rè
*təbuh ‘sugarcane’ kóh-a kóou òo-jé
*tunu ‘to roast’ ’un-î kúun-á ’ún-dè
3.1 Moor
Moor exhibits a word-tone system, with most words containing one of four basic tonal
patterns.7 Since these patterns’ realization is somewhat complex and variable, I refer to
them simply as tones 1 to 4. The variation depends on context, word length, and whether
a word is underlyingly vowel- or consonant-final. Consonant-final words receive an op-
tional epenthetic final a (obligatory if the consonant is j or gw).8 Epenthetic final a is low
in pitch. Table 2 summarizes the basic Moor tonal patterns.9
Tone 1, transcribed with an acute accent on the first vowel of the final syllable, is realized
as high pitch on initial syllables, with a fall on the final syllable (schematically: H*F). The
fall co-occurs with lengthening of the vowel on which it is realized. On consonant-final
words, the fall may be shortened, being realized as high pitch with only a slight fall, if
any.
Tone 2, transcribed with a grave accent on the first vowel of the final syllable, is realized
as low pitch on initial syllables, with a rise on the final syllable (L*R). The rise co-occurs
with lengthening of the vowel on which it is realized. Tone 2 is not found on consonant-
final words. It mostly appears on verbs and adjectives and is rare on nouns.
Table 2. The four basic Moor tonal patterns
vowel-final consonant-final main word classes
Tone 1 (H*F) iná [ínáà] ‘mother’ nút-a [nú(ù)t(à)] ‘island’ all
Tone 2 (L*R) inà [ìnàá] ‘pour’ – verbs, adjectives
Tone 3 (L*RM) ìna [ìínā] ‘ear’ vùrin-a [βùúɾīn(à)] ‘moon’ nouns
Tone 4 (H*LH) munâ [múùná(á)] ‘kill’ – verbs, adjectives
7Laycock (1978) first observed that Moor was tonal. He cited a few minimal pairs but gave no analysis.
This section covers the Hirom dialect of Mambor, the Moor dialect with which I am most familiar.
8In the description below, epenthetic final a is disregarded when counting syllables. For example, “final
syllable” refers to the final underlying syllable.
9Phonetic transcription of tone follows IPA: [á] = high pitch, [ā] = mid pitch, [à] = low pitch. In the tone
pattern schemas used here and in following sections, H = high, M = mid, L = low, F = falling, R = rising,
* = zero or more of the preceding tone/pitch.
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Tone 3, transcribed with a grave accent on the first vowel of the penultimate syllable, is
realized as low pitch on initial syllables, with a rise on the penultimate syllable and mid
pitch on the final syllable (L*RM). It mostly appears on nouns and is rare on verbs and
adjectives.
Tone 4, transcribed with a circumflex on the first vowel of the final syllable, is realized as
high pitch on initial syllables, with low pitch on the penultimate syllable and high pitch on
the final syllable (H*LH). The vowel of the final syllable may be lengthened. On disyl-
lables, the pattern is compressed so that the first syllable contains a fall on a lengthened
vowel (FH). On monosyllables, the pattern is truncated so that only the high pitch is real-
ized (H).10 Tone 4 is not found on consonant-final words. It mostly appears on verbs and
adjectives and is rare on nouns.
It is evident from the above descriptions that the primary locus of contrast among tones 1–
4 is the final two syllables. In fact, the contrast is even more restricted than this: tones are
realized only on phrase-final words.11 As a result, the functional load of tone is rather low
in discourse. It is nonetheless clear from consistency among speakers that tones should
be assigned at the lexical level.
The neutralization of tone in all contexts but phrase-final position limits the domain of
possible tonal interactions. Most affixes and clitics have no effect on tone. For exam-
ple, the 1ඌ඀ proclitic i= receives high pitch in i=verá ‘I go’ and low pitch in i=vorà ‘I
split’.
In addition to contrastive tone, Moor apparently has a marginal vowel length contrast.
Long vowels (transcribed by repeating the vowel letter) are restricted to a handful of
pronominal forms. A minimal pair is arú [áɾúù] ‘small white crab’ versus aarú [áaɾúù]
‘we (du. incl.)’. I have not found a satisfactory way to account for such contrasts other
than positing length.
I have identified clear Austronesian etymologies for 92 of the 1680 words found in my
Moor lexicon (disregarding cases with evidence of borrowing). These are listed in Tables
3–6, arranged according to the resulting tone. There are 39 words with tone 1, 9 with tone
2, 28 with tone 3, and 16 with tone 4.
The most robust generalization that emerges from these data is that words that become
(or remain) monosyllabic receive tone 1. Among the many examples are *kutu ‘louse’ >
kú’-a and *niuR ‘coconut’ > nér-a.12 The sole exceptions are *todan ‘sit’ > ’ò and *ia
‘he, she’ > î.
There is a related, but weaker, generalization between tone 3 and words that become (or
remain) disyllabic. Among the various examples are *bulan ‘moon’ > vùrin-a, *taŋis ‘cry’
10The only attested monosyllable with tone 4 is î ‘he, she’.
11Examples of phrases are a noun phrase containing possessor and possessum and a verb phrase containing
verb and object. The precise definition of what counts as a phrase for this purpose and whether the phrases
are syntactic or phonological awaits further investigation.
The phrase-final restriction of tone in Moor is reminiscent of Gil’s analysis (2015) of Malay/Indonesian
stress as phrasal, not (only) lexical. If this is not coincidental, it may indicate an areal tendency towards
phrasal domains in suprasegmental phonology.
12As noted above, the epenthetic final a is not counted.
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> ’ànit-a, and *tasik ‘saltwater’ > àti. Among the counterexamples are two kinship terms
that receive tone 1 instead (*ina ‘mother’ > iná, *t-ama ‘father’ > kamá ‘grandparent’);
*banua ‘inhabited area’ > manù ‘forest’; and *qenəp ‘lie down to sleep’ > enâ.
The various verbs and adjectives that have acquired the -i intransitivizing suffix regularly
have tone 4. These are counterexamples to the above generalizations in some cases (e.g.,
*tunu ‘roast over a fire’ > ’un-î rather than tone 1 or 3).
I have not been able to identify any generalization for words that receive tone 2.
It is not straightforward to employ the above generalizations to derive phonological inno-
vations that would give rise to the Moor tonal system. There is some evidence to support
the hypothesis that tone 3 is the reflex of the Proto-SHWNG penultimate stress system
(reconstructed by Kamholz 2014:117). The rising pitch of tone 3 falls on the historically
penultimate syllable in most cases. Tone 3 is the most common outcome if some other pro-
cess (reduction to a monosyllable, affixation of -i, etc.) does not intervene. In addition,
recent borrowings, most of which come from penultimately stressed words in local Malay,
generally receive tone 3: bìsa < bisa ‘to be able’, udàra ‘airplane’ < udara ‘air’.
Inherited penultimate stress can only partially explain the development of tone in Moor.
The phonetic conditioning of tones 2 and 4, in particular, is rather mysterious. It is striking,
and rather unexpected, that so little can be gleaned about the historical processes that
produced this tonal system.
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Table 3. Sources of Moor tone 1
PMP *bab‹in›ahi ‘woman’ vavín-a
PMP *baRa ‘arm’ veréa
PMP *batu ‘stone’ vá’-a
PMP *bəRsay ‘paddle’ vór-a
PMP *buaq ‘fruit’ vó
PMP *buku ‘node, knot’ vú’-a
PMP *danaw ‘lake’ rán-a
PMP *duyuŋ ‘dugong’ rún-a
PMP *duha ‘two’ rú-ró
PMP *əpat ‘four’ á’-ó
PMP *əsa ‘one’ ta-tá
PMP *ina ‘mother’ iná
PMP *kahiw, PCEMP *kayu ‘wood’ ka/’úat-a
PMP *kami ‘we (excl.)’ ám-a
PMP *kasuaRi ‘cassowary’ atúar-a
PMP *kita ‘we (incl.)’ í’-a
PMP *kuRita ‘octopus’ arí’-a
PMP *kutu ‘head louse’ kú’-a
PMP *lahud ‘sea’ rú
PMP *lakaw ‘go’ rá
PMP *lima ‘five’ rím-ó
PCEMP *malip ‘laugh’ marí/’-a
PMP *məñak ‘fat, grease’ mana/ná
PCEMP *mipi ‘to dream’ ena-mí/’-a
PCEMP *mutaq ‘to vomit’ ma/múa’-a
PEMP *natu ‘child’ na’ú ‘person’
PMP *niuR ‘coconut’ nér-a
PMP *nusa ‘island’ nút-a
PMP *punti ‘banana’ hút-a
PMP *qapuR ‘lime, calcium’ ár-a
PMP *qənay ‘sand’ áen-a
PCEMP *sei ‘who?’ na’u-sé
PMP *susu ‘female breast’ tút-a
PMP *t-ama ‘father’ kamá ‘grandparent’
PMP *təbuh ‘sugarcane’ kóh-a
PMP *təlu ‘three’ ó-ró
PMP *t‹in›aqi ‘intestines’ siné ‘belly’
PMP *utaña ‘ask’ u’uná
PCEMP *waŋka ‘canoe’ gwá’-a
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Table 4. Sources of Moor tone 2
PMP *banua ‘inhabited area’ manù ‘forest’
PMP *barəq ‘swollen’ va/varà
PMP *bəlaq ‘split’ vorà
PMP *buruk ‘rotten’ va/varù
PMP *kamu ‘you (pl.)’ amù
PCEMP *madar ‘overripe’ marar/ù ‘withered’
PMP *ma-tuqah, PEMP *matu ‘dry (coconut)’ ma’ù
PMP *Raməs ‘squeeze’ amat-à
PCEMP *todan ‘sit’ ’ò
Table 5. Sources of Moor tone 3
PMP *bulan ‘moon’ vùrin-a
PMP *bulu ‘body hair’ vùru
PMP *buRbuR ‘rice porridge’ vùvur-a ‘sago porridge’
PMP *dahun ‘leaf’ rànu
PMP *danum ‘fresh water’ ràrum-a
PMP *daRaq ‘blood’ ràra
PMP *hikan ‘fish’ ìjan-a
PMP *ka-wiri ‘left side’ sa/gwìri
PCEMP *kazupay ‘rat’ arùha
PCEMP *kera(nŋ) ‘hawksbill turtle’ èran-a
PMP *manuk ‘bird’ mànu
PEMP *(n)iwi ‘nest’ nìgwi
PMP *ŋajan ‘name’ nàtan-a
PMP *qaninu ‘shadow’ anìno
PMP *qatay ‘liver’ à’a
PMP *qutin ‘penis’ ùsi
PMP *Rumaq ‘house’ rùma
PMP *sa-puluq ‘ten’ tàura
PMP *tabuRi ‘conch shell’ avùr/a
PMP *taliŋa ‘ear’ ìna
PMP *taŋis ‘cry’ ’ànit-a
PMP *tasik ‘saltwater’ àti
PMP *tawan ‘Pometia pinnata’ kàgwan-a
PMP *tubuq ‘branch’ ùvu
PMP *tuqəlaŋ ‘bone’ òro
PMP *wahiR ‘river’ gwàjar-a
PMP *zalan ‘path’ ràrin-a
PCEMP *waRəj ‘vine, creeper’ gwàri/’-a
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Table 6. Sources of Moor tone 4
PMP *babaq ‘short, low’ ku/vava/’-î ‘short’
PMP *bunuq ‘kill’ munâ
PMP *dəŋəR ‘hear’ oran-î
PMP *ia ‘he, she’ î
PMP *inum ‘drink’ anum-î
PMP *lawaq ‘spider’ ragwa/’î
PMP *ma-iRaq ‘red’ mara/r-î
PMP *mataq ‘green, raw’ ma’-î ‘raw’, ma’a-ma’-î ‘green’
PMP *ma-panas ‘hot’ na/nat-î
PMP *qabaRa ‘carry on shoulder’ ovar-î
PCEMP *qenəp ‘lie down to sleep’ enâ
PMP *tanəm ‘to plant’ ’anam-î
PMP *tələn ‘swallow’ ’oran-î
PMP *tunu ‘roast over a fire’ ’un-î
3.2 Yerisiam
Yerisiam has both contrastive tone and vowel length.13 The tone-bearing unit is the mora,
with short vowels counted as a single mora, long vowels counted as two moras, and diph-
thongs variably counted as one or two moras (see below). Two underlying tones may be
associated with moras: high (H) and low (L). Therefore, contour tones may be realized
only as the sequences HL and LH on long vowels and bimoraic diphthongs. Table 7 sum-
marizes the most common Yerisiam tonal patterns in words of up to three syllables. H is
transcribed with an acute accent, L with a grave accent.
Three groupings of common tonal patterns can be identified. Pattern 1 consists of high
tone throughout the word (H). Pattern 2 consists of initial high tone followed by a shift to
low on some mora (HL). Pattern 3 consists of initial low tone, with a shift to high on the
final syllable (L*H).14 These three patterns are by far the most frequent in the Yerisiam
lexicon. As an illustration, my Yerisiam lexicon contains 526 disyllables (out of 1802 total
items). Of these, pattern 1 accounts for 200 words, pattern 2 for 230, and pattern 3 for 75.
All other patterns are represented by only 21 words, about 4%.
Patterns 1–3 are not the only possible tone patterns. Table 8 shows other attested tonal
patterns in words of up to three syllables. Because of the large number of contrastive
patterns, I assume that surface tone assignment on roots generally reflects underlying tone
assignment (but see below for the analysis of pattern 3).
Several constraints restrict the distribution of long vowels: (i) there may be no more than
one long vowel per word, except on the final two syllables when their tone pattern is H-
HL (thus, róníijáà ‘gecko sp.’ but not, for example, *róoníìjà); (ii) long vowels do not
occur in diphthongs, except in VVG diphthongs (long vowel with an off-glide i or u) in
final level syllables (thus, róoi ‘night’ but not *róoimé or *áaì); (iii) long vowels are not
13Anceaux (1961) first observed that Yerisiam was tonal. He cited a few minimal pairs but gave no analysis.
14Synchronic alternations show that monomoraic words with high tone belong to pattern 3, not pattern 1.
For example, pronominal prefixes typically receive the same tone as the first root syllable, but combining
1ඌ඀ ne- with pú ‘go home’ produces nè-pú ‘I go home’, not **né-pú.
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Table 7. Common Yerisiam tonal patterns in words of up to three syllables
σ (1) H µµ áau ‘betel lime’, róoi ‘night’
(2) HL µµ gwáà ‘canoe’, áì ‘tree’
(3) H µ bú ‘blister’, gwái ‘duck sp.’, rói ‘song’
σσ (1) H-H µ-µ róhé ‘nit’, óría ‘broth’, báohé ‘turtle flipper’
µµ-µ háarú ‘coral’, péeréi ‘bed’
(2) H-L µ-µ búnè ‘bamboo stem’, krádìa ‘flesh’
µµ-µ áakà ‘four’, búumbùi ‘bottle’
H-HL µ-µµ dáíì ‘father’, bábráù ‘land’, káoníà ‘small sago midrib’
µµ-µµ máanáà ‘bird’, ráaníà ‘sheet (of paper)’
HL-L µµ-µ áàkà ‘sago midrib’, káèpà ‘sago chopsticks’, ráànìa ‘leaf’
(3) L-H µ-µ àká ‘ball sago’, dìorí ‘top shell’, dìarúa ‘sago stirrer’
σσσ (1) H-H-H µ-µ-µ kájáké ‘bad’, húmbíái ‘loose’
µ-µ-µµ híróráai ‘tree sp.’, kákíkóoi ‘multicolored’
µ-µµ-µ báróopé ‘finger’, níaméené ‘tongue’, bárúaahí ‘share’
µµ-µ-µ kóoríhé ‘three’, míeetáré ‘light (n.)’
(2) H-H-L µ-µ-µ jávútù ‘flint’, bábúgùa ‘elbow’, ádíakà ‘shellfish sp.’
µ-µµ-µ háráakvè ‘book’, pémáanùa ‘slow’
µµ-µ-µ díijánà ‘fish’, húuhúgùa ‘breast’
H-L-L µ-µ-µ hábàkù ‘cigarette’, tónùrè ‘ant nest’
µ-µµ-µ nájòorè ‘horn’, úbìikì ‘lift’
µµ-µ-µ bóokànì ‘axe’, híaamàtù ‘fish sp.’, róodìatè ‘tonight’
H-H-HL µ-µ-µµ káuríeráà ‘k.o. arrow’, kábágwéà ‘squash sp.’
µ-µµ-µµ róníijáà ‘gecko sp.’, áráadíà ‘smoking platform’
H-HL-L µ-µµ-µ hánéèrà ‘mosquito’, kárúàrà ‘friend’, áráàhìa ‘day’
µµ-µµ-µ gwáapíàtè ‘freshwater eel’
(3) L-L-H µ-µ-µ bàhàbé ‘fast’, nàkùnía ‘knife’, hìbìabí ‘bent’
permitted on final level syllables unless they are part of a VVG diphthong (there is no word
of the form *róo)15; (iv) long vowels do not occur in words with tone pattern 3 (thus, àká
‘ball sago’ but not *àaká or *àkóoi).
As noted above, diphthongs can count for one or two moras. They are bimoraic if they
contain a contour tone or occur in a VVG diphthong (e.g., áì ‘wood’, róoi ‘night’); oth-
erwise they are monomoraic (e.g., dìarúa ‘sago stirrer’).16 This analysis is based on the
impressionistic length of diphthongs in these contexts. An analysis that did not stipulate
variable moraicity would obviously be preferable, but I have not found a viable alterna-
tive. One obvious option would be to treat the contrast between róoi ‘night’ and rói ‘song’
as one between a disyllable and a monosyllable (/rói/ versus /rój/). However, this analysis
is actually less parsimonious: glides are insufficient to capture the full range of attested
15There is some evidence that underlyingly long vowels aremore generally permitted on final level syllables.
The word nó ‘hear’ becomes nóo when followed by the negator vè, whereas pú ‘go home’ remains the
same. This suggests an underlying length contrast that is neutralized in final position. This question has
not yet been systematically investigated.
16Monosyllables with VVG diphthongs have tone pattern 1, as becomes clear when a pronominal prefix
is added (see above): né-róoi ‘my night’. Monosyllables with monomoraic diphthongs have pattern 3:
nè-rói ‘my song’.
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Table 8. Uncommon Yerisiam tonal patterns in words of up to three syllables
σ L µ bà ‘still’, pò ‘in order to’
σσ L-L µ-µ dòrò ‘also’, dìhì ‘from’
H-LH µ-µµ mígwàí ‘duck sp.’
L-LH µ-µµ kànàó ‘talk freely’
HL-H µµ-µ áìhá ‘above’, áòró ‘catfish sp.’
LH-L µµ-µ nùúsì ‘great-grandparent’, gwòókà ‘crow sp.’
σσσ H-L-H µ-µ-µ mónìhá ‘all’, rúmùhúa ‘house post’
L-L-L µ-µ-µ kàpùhè ‘ancestor’, jàrìmòi ‘agarwood tree’
H-L-HL µ-µ-µµ móhàdáà ‘oven’, óvàéè ‘duck sp.’
H-L-LH µ-µ-µµ móhòràú ‘colored sky’
L-L-LH µ-µ-µµ mèmìmùá ‘feature’, kàimìàú ‘swan sp.’
H-HL-H µ-µµ-µ máhéèbá ‘firefly cluster’, távéèhé ‘that’s right’
H-LH-L µ-µµ-µ ímbàérì ‘tree sp.’
LH-L-L µµ-µ-µ kàágwàtè ‘wire’
HL-H-L µµ-µµ-µ íìdíoodì ‘bird sp.’
diphthongs (e.g., báohé ‘turtle flipper’, in which the initial syllable is as short as rói),
and there is no corresponding explanatory benefit that would shed light on the restricted
distrbution of long vowels.
Tone pattern 3 is exceptional. Unlike other patterns, words with pattern 3 undergo an
alternation when the enclitic demonstrative =tà is added, receiving high tone through-
out. Thus, hùpé ‘bottom’ becomes húpéà=tà, whereas áakú ‘stone’ (pattern 1) becomes
áakúà=tà and búubù ‘water’ (pattern 2) becomes búubùa=tà.17 I interpret this to mean
that pattern 3 is the default tonal melody, and such words are underlyingly toneless. The
demonstrative =tà then imposes its own tonal melody if no underlying melody is present.
This analysis does not, however, straightforwardly account for the prohibition on long
vowels in pattern 3 words noted above. An additional stipulation is required that long
vowels are only permitted on underlyingly tonal syllables.
The long list of stipulations and seemingly arbitrary restrictions in the above descrip-
tion is not very satisfactory from a theoretical standpoint. The more unified analyses I
have tried so far have, if anything, increased overall complexity while not providing addi-
tional insights. The description here at least accurately captures the generalizations I have
found. Future phonological analysis may be able to shed more light on the underlying
contrasts.
I have identified clear Austronesian etymologies for 85 of the 1802 words found in my
Yerisiam lexicon (disregarding cases with evidence of borrowing). These are listed in
Tables 10–12, arranged according to the resulting tone pattern. There are 31 words with
pattern 1, 39 with pattern 2, and 15 with pattern 3. No other tonal patterns are attested in
these data.
The origin of vowel length is relatively straightforward. Of the 70 words with patterns 1
17The final à before the enclitic is inserted by a regular phonological rule.
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and 2, 46 have a long vowel on the historically penultimate syllable.18 Proto-SHWNG
penultimate stress straightforwardly accounts for this, with former stress surviving as
vowel length. Though 24 words do not conform, not all are truly exceptions. Two do not
allow long vowels for phonotactic reasons (áì ‘wood’, núì ‘coconut’; see constraint (ii)
above). Seven are likely candidates for contamination: kinship terms (gwápúù ‘grand-
mother’, bábà ‘older sibling’); íìnà ‘woman’ (cf. máànà ‘man’); pronouns (néemé ‘we
(excl.)’, néeké ‘we (incl.)’, íníihí ‘they’); and a numeral (áakà ‘four’). This leaves a
residue of 15 words which lack expected long vowels or contain them where not expected.
I have considered various predictors (e.g., the presence of final *q and the loss of intervo-
calic consonants) but have not found any convincing correlations.
Turning now to the origin of tone, inspection of Tables 10–12 shows that there is a striking
correlation between a Yerisiam word’s tone pattern and the presence or absence of final
a. In pattern 1, 2 of 31 words end in a (6%); in pattern 2, 35 of 39 (90%); and in pattern
3, 5 of 15 (33%). This correlation also holds for the Yerisiam lexicon at large. Table 9
shows the prevelance of final a among attested disyllables and trisyllables in patterns 1, 2,
and 3. Final a is rare in pattern 1, very common in pattern 2, and quite common in pattern
3.
This leads straightforwardly to the inference that final a triggered a tonal change. The
default tonal outcome was evidently pattern 1. If a word came to end in a, whether as a
result of sound change or suffixation, the outcome was pattern 2. The origin of pattern 3
is unclear, except that in several cases it derives from monosyllables that would have had
pattern 1 but are too short (e.g., nú ‘village’, ú ‘fruit’).
The unexplained residue in these data is relatively minor (leaving aside pattern 3, which as
mentioned is not well understood): two words in Table 10 end in a and four words in Table
11 do not end in a. Of these cases, the only one for which there is a ready explanation is
gwápúù ‘grandmother’, which may have been contaminated by other kinship terms such
as áíì ‘mother’ and áúù ‘father’s younger brother’.19
Table 9. Distribution of final a across tone patterns in Yerisiam
tones # words # with final a
(1) H-H 200 26 (13%)
(2) H-L 81 57 (70.4%)
H-HL 67 39 (58.2%)
HL-L 82 59 (72%)
(3) L-H 75 36 (48%)
(1) H-H-H 175 11 (6.3%)
(2) H-H-L 164 105 (64%)
H-L-L 17 0 (0%)
H-H-HL 27 21 (77.8%)
H-HL-L 108 81 (75%)
(3) L-L-H 35 21 (60%)
18Pattern 3 does not permit long vowels, as noted above.
19This leaves open the question of how áíì and áúù acquired their falling tone in the first place. These
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The mora on which the change from H to L falls in pattern 2 words is largely predictable.
There were apparently two separate stages in which changes occurred. During the first
stage, all words had tone pattern 1, with a lengthened vowel in the penultimate syllable in
most cases (but not all, as discussed above). Possibly tone was not yet contrastive at this
stage. Then, if the word ended in a, the tone shifted from H to L on the second mora of
the penult if it was long (*HH-H > HL-L), otherwise on the final syllable (*H-H > H-L).
Examples are *úurá ‘moon’ > úùrà and *rúmá ‘ceremonial house’ > rúmà. During the
second stage, some words that were not a-final in the first stage acquired low-tone a-final
suffixes. This introduced a shift to L on the final syllable (*HH-H > HH-H-L). Examples
are *díiján ‘fish’ > díiján-à and *úurú ‘body hair’ > úurú-gùa.20
The phonetic basis by which final a triggers low tone is most likely the intrinsically lower
F₀ of a. This is not a common mechanism for tonogenesis, but it is attested in other lan-
guages (Kamholz 2014:110). The tone-lowering effect of final a in Yerisiam is unusual in
another way. In most tonogenetic sound changes, such as the well-known case of syllable-
initial voiced stops producing low tone and syllable-initial voiceless stops producing high
tone, the conditioning environment (stop voicing in this case) is lost after tone becomes
the primary cue. However, in Yerisiam the final a was not lost. In theory the resulting
tonal change should be redundant with the presence of final a, but in fact this is not so
because there are (now) exceptions to the pattern.
words do not have clear Austronesian etymologies. One possibility is that they are loanwords, and their
tone is preserved from the donor language. However, it is difficult to trace the origin of most of the
non-Austronesian vocabulary in Yerisiam (and other SHWNG languages).
20There is no synchronic evidence that -à is analyzable as a suffix, but there are enough historical examples
that it must have been previously. Its function is unkown.
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Table 10. Sources of Yerisiam tone pattern 1
PMP *añam ‘weave’ áamán/é
PMP *batu ‘stone’ áakú
PMP *duha ‘two’ rúu-hí
PMP *hapuy, PEMP *api ‘fire’ jáai
PMP *inum ‘drink’ íimán/é
PMP *kaən ‘eat’ áan-í ‘eat (intr.)’
PMP *kami ‘we (excl.)’ née/mé
PMP *kaRaw ‘to scratch’ áráa/rí
PMP *kita ‘we (incl.)’ née/ké
PMP *kutu ‘head louse’ úukú
PMP *laRiw ‘run’ ráarú
PMP *ləsəq ‘nit’ róh/é
PMP *ma-bəRəqat ‘heavy’ máak/í
PMP *ma-nipis ‘thin’ máníi/jáhé
PMP *ma-Raqan ‘light’ márán/é
PMP *ma-takut ‘afraid’ ngkák/é
PMP *mataq ‘raw, green’ máaká ‘raw’, mák-máaká ‘blue’
PMP *pəñu ‘turtle’ éenú
PMP *punti ‘banana’ píití
PMP *qabaRa ‘carry on shoulder’ áar-í
PMP *qapuR ‘lime, calcium’ áau
PCEMP *qenəp ‘lie down to sleep’ éen/é
PMP *qitəluR ‘egg’ á/kóor/é
PMP *sida ‘they’ íníi-hí
PMP *tanəm ‘to plant’ káamán/é
PMP *taŋis ‘cry’ káh/é
PMP *təbuh ‘sugarcane’ kóou
PMP *tələn ‘swallow’ kóor-í
PMP *təlu ‘three’ kóorí-hé
PMP *tunu ‘roast over a fire’ kúun/á
PMP *waRəj ‘vine, creeper’ gwáarí ‘rope’
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Table 11. Sources of Yerisiam tone pattern 2
PMP *apu ‘grandparent’ gw/ápúù ‘grandmother’
PMP *baba ‘father’ bábà ‘older sibling’
PMP *bab‹in›ahi ‘woman’ íìnà
PMP *bulan ‘moon’ úùrà
PMP *buku ‘knot’ bú-gùa
PMP *bulu ‘body hair’ úurú-gùa
PMP *dahun ‘leaf’ ráàn/ìa
PMP *danum ‘fresh water’ ráarám/à
PMP *daRaq ‘blood’ rárà
PMP *əŋgəm ‘hold in mouth’ óom/à
PMP *əpat ‘four’ áak/à
PMP *hasaq ‘sharpen’ áhà
PMP *hikan ‘fish’ d/íiján/à
PMP *kahiw, PCEMP *kayu ‘wood’ áì
PCEMP *kandoRa ‘cuscus’ átóòrà
PMP *laŋit ‘sky’ ráak/átè
PMP *lawaq ‘spider’ rá-ráà/rùmà
PMP *lima ‘five’ ríìmà
PMP *mamaq ‘chew’ námà
PMP *manuk ‘bird’ máan/áà
PMP *ma-Ruqanay ‘man’ máànà
PMP *m-atay ‘die’ máàkà
PMP *nanaq ‘pus’ náanáà
PMP *niuR ‘coconut’ núì
PMP *nusa ‘island’ núùhà
PMP *ŋajan ‘name’ áahán/à
PMP *paRih ‘sting’ pár/éèmà ‘stingray’
PMP *qaləjaw ‘sun’ óòrà
PMP *qaninu ‘shadow’ ánúunú-gùa
PMP *qasu ‘smoke’ ógw/áahú-gùa
PMP *qatay ‘liver’ ákéè/nà
PMP *qudaŋ ‘shrimp’ úuráà
PMP *Rumaq ‘house’ rúmà ‘ceremonial house’
PMP *susu ‘female breast’ húuhú-gùa
PMP *tasik ‘salt’ káhì/a
PMP *taki, *taqi ‘feces’ káà
PMP *tuqəla(nŋ) ‘bone’ kóo/vá/rà
PCEMP *waŋka ‘canoe’ gwáà
PMP *zalan ‘path’ jáàrà
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Table 12. Sources of Yerisiam tone pattern 3
PMP *banua ‘inhabited area’ nú ‘village’
PMP *baRa ‘arm’ bà-kí
PMP *buaq ‘fruit’ ú
PMP *ia ‘he, she’ ì/ní
PMP *i-kahu ‘you (sg.)’ à/né
PMP *kaən ‘eat’ àn/á ‘eat (tr.)’
PMP *lakaw ‘go’ rá
PMP *ma-hiaq, PCEMP *mayaq ‘ashamed’ mái
PMP *ma-tuqah, PEMP *matu ‘dry (coconut)’ màkú/i
PMP *məñak ‘fat, grease’ mì/mná
PCEMP *mipi ‘to dream’ mí
PMP *quma ‘to work’ ùmá
PMP *Rambia ‘sago’ pí
PMP *t‹in›aqi ‘intestines’ hìná ‘belly’
PCEMP *todan ‘sit’ kó
3.3 Yaur
Yaur has both contrastive tone and vowel length.21 There is rarely more than one long
vowel in a word. The tone-bearing unit is the mora, with short vowels counted as a single
mora, and long vowels and diphthongs counted as two moras. Two underlying tones are
associated with moras: high (H) and low (L). It follows that contour tones can be realized
only as the sequences HL and LH on long vowels and diphthongs.
Most of my Yaur lexicon of 1342 words consists of disyllables and trisyllables. Although
various tone patterns are attested, there are only four common patterns on disyllables and
six on trisyllables. Table 13 shows these patterns and their distribution. H is transcribed
with an acute accent, L with a grave accent. An example of a near-minimal disyllabic
quadruplet is hníoojè ‘body hair’, òojé ‘sugarcane’, óòjé ‘head louse’, and ’òórè ‘bone’.
To this set may be added òjé ‘bamboo’, illustrating the vowel length contrast.
I have identified clear Austronesian etymologies for only 48 of the words found in my
Yaur lexicon (disregarding cases with evidence of borrowing). These are listed in Tables
14–16, arranged according to the resulting tone pattern. There are 18 words with L-H (or
equivalent), 21 with H-L (or equivalent), 4 with HL-H, and 5 with LH-L.
It is difficult to make robust generalizations about such a small number of words. Themost
convincing patterns I have noted are that pronouns, numerals, and inalienably possessed
nouns typically have H-L, and words with LH-L tend to be verbs. The paucity of data
means that the origins of tone in Yaur must remain mysterious for now.
21Yaur was not known to be tonal prior to my fieldwork.
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Table 13. Distribution of attested Yaur tone patterns in disyllables and trisyllables
pattern # words
H-L 202
L-H 176
HL-H 42
LH-L 36
others 18
total σσ 474
H-H-L 167
L-L-H 119
H-L-L 65
H-L-H 52
H-HL-H 41
L-LH-L 26
others 20
total σσσ 490
Table 14. Sources of Yaur L-H tone
PMP *bəRay ‘give’ vè-né
PMP *dahun ‘leaf’ náa/ròg-ré
PMP *duyuŋ ‘dugong’ rì’-ré
PMP *haRəzan ‘ladder’ ròg-ré
PMP *kaəen ‘eat’ jèn-áe
PMP *kahiw, PCEMP *kayu ‘wood’ à-jé
PMP *ma-huab ‘yawn’ émù/mà-jé
PCEMP *mamaq ‘chew’ í-jó’-màm-né ‘I chew’
PMP *manuk ‘bird’ mà’-ré
PMP *ma-Ruqanay ‘man’ jò/màg-ré
PMP *nusa ‘island’ nùh-ré
PMP *punti ‘banana’ ìdí-e
PMP *tanəm ‘to plant’ ì-’àm-né ‘I plant’
PMP *tasik ‘salt, saltwater’ àah-ré ‘salt’
PMP *təbuh ‘sugarcane’ òo-jé
PMP *utik ‘marine fish with thorny skin’ bàb/ùh-ré ‘pufferfish’
PMP *wai ‘mango’ gwài/h-ré
PMP *waRəj ‘vine, creeper’ gwàrí-e ‘rope’
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Table 15. Sources of Yaur H-L tone
PMP *baRəq ‘swell’ né-vío-rè
PMP *buku ‘node, knot’ vúu-jè
PMP *daqan ‘branch’ ráag-rè
PMP *duha ‘two’ ré-dú-hè
PMP *əpat ‘four’ ría-hè
PMP *ia ‘he, she’ í-’è
PMP *i-kahu ‘you (sg.) á-’è
PMP *ka-wiRi ‘left side’ vráa-gwìrì-e
PMP *kami ‘we (excl.)’ ó/mí-’è
PMP *kamiu ‘you (pl.)’ ámú-’è
PMP *kita ‘we (incl.)’ ó/’í-’è
PCEMP *madar ‘ripe’ mád-rè
PMP *ma-nipis ‘thin’ né-mníh-è
PMP *mataq ‘green’ máa’/rùrìe
PMP *məñak ‘fat, grease’ mnáa-rè
PMP *ŋajan ‘name’ áhg-rè
PMP *qaninu ‘shadow’ núndì-e
PMP *susu ‘female breast’ húhì-e
PMP *təlu ‘four’ ría-hè
PMP *t‹in›aqi ‘intestines’ hnáa-rè
PMP *tunu ‘roast over a fire’ ’ún-dè
Table 16. Sources of Yaur HL-H and LH-L tone
PMP *banua ‘inhabited area’ núù-ré ‘village’
PMP *kutu ‘head louse’ óò-jé
PMP *lawaq ‘spider’ ráà-jé
PMP *Rumaq ‘house’ rúùg-ré ‘ceremonial house’
PMP *lakaw ‘go’ ì-ràá-rè ‘I come’
PMP *matay ‘die’ ì-màá’-rè ‘I die’
PMP *taŋis ‘cry’ ì-’àáh-rè ‘I cry’
PMP *tasik ‘salt, saltwater’ àáh-rè ‘sea water’
PMP *tuqəla(nŋ) ‘bone’ ’òó-rè
3.4 Comparison of the three tonal systems
Table 17 summarizes the tonal innovations identified in Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur. There
is no obvious way to interpret these innovations in terms of shared developments among
any of the three languages. There is no positive evidence linkingYaur tonewith either of its
tonal neighbors; individual word correspondencesmay as well be random. Likewise, there
is nothing clearly shared between Moor and Yerisiam’s tonal innovations: the outcome in
Moor does not depend on final a, and the outcome in Yerisiam does not depend on word
length.
There is some structural similarity between Yerisiam and Yaur’s suprasegmental systems.
The TBU is the mora, both have contrastive vowel length, and they often have no more
than one long vowel per word. But that is where the similarity ends: Yerisiam has many
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Table 17. Summary of southern Cenderawasih Bay tonal innovations
Moor • Words that become monosyllabic get tone 1 (H*F).
• Words that become/remain disyllabic generally get tone 3 (L*RM).
• Verbs and adjectives with -i intransitivizing suffix get tone 4 (H*LH).
Yerisiam • Historically penultimate syllables become long.
• Words ending in a get final L tone.
Yaur • No robust generalizations.
more distinct tonal patterns than Yaur, and the most common individual tonal pattern in
Yerisiam (H throughout) occurs in only a handful of Yaur words.
The available evidence shows that the tonal systems of Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur do
not descend from a common tonal proto-language. Each must have acquired tone sep-
arately.
4. External explanations for southern Cenderawasih Bay tonogenesis
The previous section showed that there are no known shared tonogenetic innovations
among Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur. We are therefore left with the stark fact of three neigh-
boring, relatively closely related languages independently undergoing tonogenesis.
Despite our knowing little about the linguistic situation in New Guinea over the several
thousand years in which these languages or their precedessors were spoken in the region,
it is difficult to believe that there is no connection among these events. To quote Sherlock
Holmes: when you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improba-
ble, must be the truth. Independent, coincidental tonogenesis is not technically impossible,
but it is extremely unlikely.22
Having eliminated coincidence, contact with one or more non-Austronesian tonal lan-
guages is the only logical remaining explanation. But one should not simply invoke lan-
guage contact as a deus ex machina. Can we determine, or at least narrow down, the most
plausible contact scenarios that could have produced such an outcome?
There is prima facie evidence that Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur could have come into contact
with tonal languages at some point in their history. Tone is fairly widespread in New
Guinea (Donohue 1997) and is found nearby in the non-Austronesian languages Saweru
(Price & Donohue 2008) and Ekagi/Mee (Hyman & Kobepa 2013). However, none of
the three Austronesian languages is currently in contact with a non-Austronesian tonal
language, nor are any definitively known to have been in the past.
Since precise contact language(s) and scenario(s) cannot be identified directly, we are left
with comparing the expected impact of different kinds of contact situations to what we now
observe inMoor, Yerisiam, and Yaur. To do so, I will use van Coetsem’s framework (1988,
1995, 2000), as usefully summarized and elaborated by Winford (2005). This framework
is granular enough to characterize a variety of different contact events.
Van Coetsem uses the neutral term transfer for all kinds of crosslinguistic influence. For
22Brunelle & Kirby (2015:103) describe the incidence of spontaneous tonogenesis as “occasional”.
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any given case of transfer there is a source language (SL) and recipient language (RL). 
Unlike some language contact frameworks, van Coetsem’s is explicitly psycholinguistic: 
an agent brings about each transfer. The agent is linguistically dominant in either the RL 
or the SL, cases respectively termed RL agentivity and SL agentivity. Van Coetsem (cited 
in Winford 2005:376) defines linguistic dominance as follows: “A bilingual speaker …
is linguistically dominant in the language in which he is most proficient and most fluent 
(which is not necessarily his first or native language).”
Van Coetsem identifies two types of transfer: borrowing and imposition. Borrowing 
(transfer into one’s dominant language) is an instance of RL agentivity, while imposition 
(transfer from one’s dominant language) is an instance of SL agentivity. An example of 
borrowing is “an English speaker using French words while speaking English”; an exam-
ple of imposition is “a French speaker using his French articulatory habits while speaking 
English” (cited in Winford 2005:376). Borrowing typically involves vocabulary but can 
also include structure. Imposition typically involves phonology and morphosyntax but 
can also include vocabulary.
Two contact phenomena that may be relevant to the situation in southern Cenderawa-
sih Bay are shift-induced interference and metatypy. Before returning to contact-induced 
tonogenesis, I will briefly describe them and interpret them in van Coetsem’s frame-
work.
In Thomason and Kaufman’s model (1988), there is potential for shift-induced 
interference when a speech community rapidly adopts a new primary language and learns it 
imperfectly by carrying over structures from its current/former language into the new 
language. Shift-induced interference occurs when these modified structures prevail in 
the new language (for example because of the number of influence of its new speakers). 
In van Coetsem’s terms, shift-induced interference is imposition with SL agentivity.
Metatypy occurs when a language is pervasively restructured on the basis of another (Ross 
1996, 2007). Typically only a language’s structure (i.e., morphosyntax) is affected, not its 
phonology or vocabulary. Metatypy can only be brought about by bilingual speakers. Ross 
(2007:136) suggests that metatypy is “driven by the need of bilingual speakers to express 
the same thoughts in both their languages”. Whether this is SL or RL agentivity in van 
Coetsem’s terms depends on whether the remodeled language is the linguistically domi-
nant one. Ross (2007:130) states that in most cases, “the language undergoing metatypy 
[is] emblematic of its speakers’ identity and the metatypic model [is] the language used 
to communicate with people outside the speech community”. This is RL agentivity, since 
by implication most SL-dominant speakers do not know the RL and cannot directly influ-
ence it. The less common case, where the intergroup language undergoes metatypy on the 
model of its speakers’ emblematic language, is SL agentivity.
Ross (2007:131) argues that some cases that have been attributed to shift-induced change, 
such as in Shina (an Indo-Aryan language of Pakistan), are better diagnosed as metatypy. 
He believes shift-induced change to be rare, since in most cases shifting populations (even-
tually) acquire their new language perfectly.
Neither shift-induced change nor metatypy is expected to have substantial impact on a 
language’s lexicon, especially its basic vocabulary. It is not expected with shift-induced 
change because shifting speakers are by definition trying to learn another language, and 
they are generally conscious of which words belong to which language (but may be less
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conscious of structural differences). It is not expected with metatypy when the language
undergoing the change is emblematic of its speakers’ identity, because speakers are con-
sciously aware of the lexicon and would endeavor to preserve it. If it is the intergroup lan-
guage that undergoes metatypy, borrowing from the emblematic language may be more
permissible.
We have observed that Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur preserve very few Austronesian vocab-
ulary items. In lexicons of well over a thousand words per language, there are few words
with secure Austronesian etymologies: 92 in Moor, 85 in Yerisiam, and 48 in Yaur. Most
of these are basic vocabulary items. To demonstrate this in more detail, I have assembled a
201-item basic word list tailored to the New Guinea environment (containing words such
as ‘banana’, ‘coconut’, etc.). In this list, Moor has 86 secure reflexes of inherited words
(plus 2 possible ones), Yerisiam has 68 secure reflexes (plus 4 possible ones), and Yaur
has 37 secure reflexes (plus 4 possible ones). In other words, Moor has 93% of its secure
reflexes in this basic vocabulary list; Yerisiam has 80%; and Yaur has 77%. The complete
list is provided in the appendix.
Most non-Austronesian-derived words in Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur do not have a known
source. Many, if not most, of these words must have been borrowed.23 As mentioned,
pervasive lexical borrowing is not expected as a consequence of shift-induced change or
metatypy. On the other hand, one would definitely not expect wholesale borrowing of a
tone system. Borrowing typically starts with vocabulary and in heavier cases may extend
to morphosyntax, but usually has little or no impact on phonology. Carrying over a tone
system from one’s dominant language into another language would be a case of imposition
(in van Coetsem’s terms), andmight be expected in shift-induced interference. The contact
outcome in southern Cenderawasih Bay does not fit neatly into any expected profile.
Most actual language histories contain multiple instances of language contact, and we can
reasonably expect languages that have existed in a diverse region for millennia to have
undergone more than one contact event. One way out of the conundrum is to posit an
initial language shift event, during which different groups of speakers of non-Austronesian
languages would have shifted to Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur (or their predecessors). This
event would not have had a large impact on the inherited Austronesian lexicon (whatever
remained of it at that point). If the shifting speakers spoke a tonal language and were
sufficiently numerous or influential, and if the shift were sufficiently abrupt to produce
shift-induced interference, tonogenesis could have been a product of this interference.
The loss of inherited Austronesian lexicon due to borrowing could have occurred before,
during, or after this event.
The preceding scenario goes against Ross’s contention that language shift is rare, espe-
cially in Melanesia. An alternative scenario is that incoming Proto-SHWNG speakers and
their descendants encountered speakers of tonal non-Austronesian languages and coex-
isted with them, neither group shifting to the other’s language. If the non-Austronesian
language(s) were the intergroup languages, the Austronesian languages could have under-
gone metatypy on the model of the non-Austronesian language(s). This would account for
23A few are shared among the three languages, but most are not. Examples of shared words: Moor bororóa,
Yerisiam bóróróovè, Yaur bòròròovré ‘fire starter’; Moor bòku, Yerisiam bókúugwà, Yaur bó’úgwàavré
‘pufferfish’; Moor gwarìto, Yerisiam kúgúài, Yaur gwàihré ‘mango’; Moor ríana, Yerisiam árínà, Yaur
ríìgré ‘language’; Moor àra’a, Yerisiam áàrà, Yaur àrré ‘garden fence’.
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the extensive changes we see in SHWNG morphosyntax, but would less readily account
for tonogenesis. The metatypy must have been much more extensive than usual to so
fundamentally restructure the phonological system. In order to account for the observed
lexical borrowing, we must also posit that at some point the Austronesian lexicon was not
emblematic of its speakers’ identity. This would open the door to borrowing, perhaps from
the same non-Austronesian language(s) that supplied the model for tone.24 Alternatively,
the two communities (Austronesian- and non-Austronesian-speaking) could have fused to
become one, with the resulting language containing vocabulary from both languages.25
The crosslinguistic influences in the metatypic scenario would involve RL agentivity.
The fused community subcase would also include SL agentivity, since non-Austronesian
speakers would have been agents of change in Austronesian languages.
Both of the just-sketched scenarios are highly speculative. To better substantiate what may
have happened and decide among competing scenarios requires knowing a lot that we do
not know and may never know. Fleshing out the details of putative shift events would
require knowing what language(s) speakers would have shifted from to Moor, Yerisiam,
and Yaur, whether they were tonal, and what sort of tone system they had. Fleshing out
the details of putative metatypy events would require essentially the same information,
but the language(s) would be metatypic models rather than sources of shift-induced inter-
ference. Fleshing out details of putative borrowing event(s) would require knowing what
languages Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur have been in contact with throughout their history,
and having enough information about them to demonstrate the existence and direction of
borrowings. We would also benefit from understanding social relationships among the
relevant communities and what intergroup language(s) they used.
5. Conclusion
I have presented the striking fact of three neighboring Austronesian languages of southern
Cenderawasih Bay separately undergoing tonogenesis. Since coincidence is not a tenable
explanation for this phenomenon, the only logically remaining possibility is language con-
tact with one or more non-Austronesian tonal languages. The nature of this contact event
is debatable. It may have been language shift, it may have been metatypy, or it may even
have been an as-yet poorly known kind of contact event. Although the paucity of older
data about these languages’ millennia-long history in New Guinea means we may never
know the answer with great certainty, the best way forward is to collect better data on the
modern languages of the region, including documented contact relationships, in conjunc-
tion with the development of more detailed and testable models of language contact.
6. Appendix: 201-item comparative word list
Below is the 201-item comparative word list of Moor, Yerisiam, and Yaur. Proto-forms
are listed for each meaning along with the word(s) in each modern language. When the
modern form contains a secure reflex of the proto-form, the reflex is indicated with square
brackets. When it contains a possible reflex, it is indicated with parentheses. Obvious
24This scenario in some ways resembles the analysis of Turkish influence on Cappadocian Greek presented
by Winford (2005:402).
25One reviewer writes, “Two communities becoming one seems not to have been uncommon in pre-contact
Melanesia.”
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borrowings are tagged with “(loan)”. Data are from http://lexifier.lautgesetz.
com.
PMP Moor Yerisiam Yaur
‘above’ *i-babaw,
*i-taqas
ravúana áìhá jéhóojè
‘afraid’ *ma-takut [muká’]a [ngkák]é gèé’rè
‘all’ *amin anu’ío mónìhá dúu’rè
‘and’ *ka, *ma avenà í ènèhě
‘arm, hand’ *lima, *baRa [ver]éa [bà]kí [vrá]’ùgwájè
‘ash’ *qabu áha (áo)gúaarúpà móovàhré
‘at’ *di, *i ve
‘back’ *likud, PCEMP
*mudi
tama’òro hítáaráà já’rè
‘bad’ *zaqat javà, veré’a kájáké gógéejè, háurè
‘banana’ *punti [hút]a [píití] [ìdí]e
‘belly’ *tian; *tinaqi
‘intestines’
[siné] [hìná] [hnáa]rè
‘below’ *i-babaq hànuna èhúa, káaná éegwàjè, úhìe
‘big’ *ma-Raya emevà òpó nébátúe
‘bird’ *manuk,
*qayam
[mànu] [máan]aà [mà’]ré
‘bite’ *kaRat a’ì áaká júu’nè
‘black’ *ma-qitəm vuatî áhíirí ríìré, rìdùmòvíe
‘blood’ *daRaq [ràra] [rárà] jìitré
‘blow (v.)’ *hiup, PCEMP
*upi
umî hóvà jú’é’éenè
‘bone’ *tuqəla(n,ŋ),
PCEMP *zuRi
[òr]o [kóo]várà [’òór]è
‘branch’ *daqan ùvu àná, áranà hàgwàárè,
[ráag]rè
‘breast’ *susu [tút]a [húuhú]gùa [húhì]e
‘breathe’ *ma-ñawa orana siné hàtu urá nsì
ómóománà
ójájè
‘burn’ *tunu [’un]î [kúun]á [’ún]dè
‘buy’ *bəli agwenî áahé ’úuhnè
‘canoe’ PCEMP
*waŋka
[gwá’]a [gwáà] vìgré
‘chase’ *qanup ‘hunt
(v.)’
’a’urì púrà drú’nè
‘chew’ *mamaq timà námà jú’mèmné
‘child’ *anak, PCEMP
*natu
[nà’u]na,
toitó’a
háahú némédùugré
‘choose’ *piliq (ir)à váváné jéenínè
‘climb’ *dakih,
*pa-nahik,
*sakay
’à ríì ká hùdèeré
‘cloud’ *Rabun,
PCEMP *taqe
ni laŋit
hahoá’a, rìra’a púkéà, sán-
sáàmà
rìiré, màhòojé
‘coconut’ *niuR [nér]a [núì] àhèríe
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‘cold’ *ma-diŋdiŋ venína mámbóoráké váandò’rè
‘come’ *maRi rá[ma] rèérè
‘cook’ *tanək, *zakan ’unî áodía ’úndáe
‘correct, true’ *ma-bənər gwata’ú mìtìkú mígójè
‘count’ *bilaŋ, *ihap ’ivunà vóoi túurnè
‘cry’ *taŋis [’ànit]a [káh]e [’èéh]rè
‘cuscus’ PCEMP *kan-
doRa, *mansər
gwàvuma [átóòrà] ùbíe
‘cut (wood)’ *taRaq, *təktək oha’ì róokáté júurùhné
‘die’ *matay [má’]a [máàk]è [mèé’]rè
‘dig’ *kali tiarî éerá ’éhnè
‘dirty’ *cəməD(?) hananirî óráríijárà
‘dog’ *asu áuna náà gwèndíe
‘dream’ *hipi, *h-in-ipi,
*h-um-ipi
ena[mí]’a [mí] índíivrè
‘drink’ *inum [anum]î (íimán)é rùmné
‘dry’ *ma-Raŋaw araria’î, maru-
atî
ópúèmè névóròmè
‘dugong’ *duyuŋ [rún]a hídíèi [rì’]ré
‘dull’ *dumpul,
*pundul
kakú’a kámpúté nétítùa, nétìuhè
‘ear’ *taliŋa [ìna] [táná]bùumè áríajè
‘earth, soil’ *tanaq, *tanəq sàra bábráù hèéjè
‘earthworm’ *kalati,
*qali-wati
korová’a ákáàkà màambré
‘eat’ *kaən [’an]î [àn]á j[èn]áe
‘egg’ *qatəluR,
*qitəluR
và’u á[kóor]é òó’rè
‘eye’ *mata [ma]sina’ú húrà gámóogrè
‘fall (v.)’ *nabuq aramátù rákáà ì ’íinè, jíi’è
‘far’ *ma-zauq mana’î kàbá ópàa’rè
‘fat, oil’ *himaR,
*məñak,
*miñak
ajúra, màni dígwà íìré, mànìpìiré
‘father’ *t-ama até dáíì dáì, nà
‘feather’ *bulu [vùru] [úurú]gùa hníoojè
‘fire’ *hapuy mò’ana jáai hòojé
‘fish’ *hikan [ìjan]a, r[ían]a d[íiján]à mnéèré
‘five’ *lima [rím]ó [ríìmà] vrájàríe
‘flow (v.)’ *qaliR, *qaluR,
*saliR
èrina, uà ngkáakáré hùújè
‘flower (n.)’ *buŋa mànsía
‘fly (v.)’ *layap, *Rəbək ùtuma híìrè rùurè
‘forest’ *alas,
*kahiw-kahiw-an
isá, manù,
ma’úna
áráì dèjé, démògré
‘four’ *əpat [á’]ó [áak]à rí[a]hè
‘fruit’ *buaq [vó] [ú] áùré
‘go, walk’ *lakaw,
*panaw
[rá] [rá] [rée]vúrè
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‘good’ *ma-pia káuma, kamúsa ràréi ójérè
‘grass’ *baliji, *udu muní’a hérénggéèrà náamè’ré
‘green’ *mataq ma’a[ma’]î mák[máak]á [máa’]rùrìe
‘grow’ *tu(m)buq hùama tárárìità véedéevnè
‘he, she’ *ia [î] [ì]ní ègwá
‘head’ *qulu vàru náarà dójè
‘head hair’ *buhək,
PCEMP *daun
ni qulu
u[rànu] úurúgùa dógwáarè
‘head louse’ *kutu [kú’]a [úukú] [óò]jé
‘hear’ *dəŋəR [oran]î [nó] rúunè
‘heavy’ *ma-bəRəqat saríana [máak]í némáanèdùrúe
‘hide’ *buni amuà mùkúa dúhnè
‘hit, beat’ *palu vavò áau jùgwné,
ùvrùhné,
néetétnè
‘hold (in fist)’ *gəmgəm aruà nsóoré ’ívútnè
‘house’ *Rumaq [rùma] ájáà; [rúmà]
‘ceremonial
house’
jáàré; [rúùg]ré
‘ceremonial
house’
‘husband’ *bana, *qasawa vurána híomáané mágò
‘I’ *i-aku [í]gwa né jú’è
‘in, inside’ *i-daləm sinéná námóoné ódògrè
‘island’ *nusa [nút]a [núùh]à [nùh]ré
‘kill’ *bunuq [munâ] áau jùgwné
‘knot’ *buku [vú’]a [bú]gùa gá[vúu]jè
‘know’ *taqu ananî rárì dúundù’mòojé
‘lake’ *danaw [rán]a ágwéètìa
‘laugh’ *tawa, PCEMP
*malip
[marí’]a [ndí] míimìjè
‘leaf’ *dahun [rànu] [ráàn]ìa náa[ròg]ré
‘left side’ *ka-wiRi sa[gwìri] bá[gír]ú vráa[gwìrì]e
‘leg, foot’ *qaqay néa nìkí é’ùugwájè,
é’ée’rè
‘lie down’ *qinəp,
PCEMP
*qenəp
[enâ] [éen]é vìnò’òójè
‘lightning’ *kilat, *qusilaq hararìra’a kéejánà hòhèvré
‘live, alive’ *ma-qudip héana káméeté ìnggàvrèé’rè
‘liver’ *qatay [à’]a [ák]éènà ’égrè
‘long (objects)’ *anaduq mana’î gwéi bràé’rè
‘male/man’ *laki,
*ma-Ruqanay
vu[rán]a [máàn]à jò[màg]ré
‘meat, flesh’ *həsi, *isi tú krádìa héndìe
‘mist’ *kabut masàsu ríabróobí
‘moon’ *bulan [vùrin]a [úùr]à jèegré
‘mosquito’ *lamuk, *ña-
muk
tanìna hánéèrà nárádùgré
‘mother’ *t-ina [iná] áíì íijò, (ná)dè
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‘mouth’ *baqbaq turé ópáahé ómògrè
‘name’ *ŋajan [nàtan]a [áahán]à [áh]grè
‘narrow’ *kəpit iri’ì dúdíookáré
‘near’ *ma-azani,
PCEMP *raŋi
jireré nándóoní gwónèe’rè
‘neck’ *liqəR tòro káaré rá’gwárìe
‘needle’ *zaRum anígwa, rèti gwáirúuvè má’óòré,
gwàirùuhré,
rèt pàivré
‘new’ *ma-baqəRu ahùjo óoré jòoré
‘night’ *bəRŋi(n) [vàr]a’a róoi òròójè
‘no, not’ *diaq, *qazi tòa, và mábè, ve màhèégrè, ’ae
‘nose’ *ijuŋ, *ujuŋ hòro túaagé órémògrè
‘octopus’ *kuRita [arí’]a rákúài réè’ré
‘one’ *əsa, *isa ta[tá] kéeté rèebé
‘open (v.)’ *buka è, varì bóhé, ràré, ú
bái
dédúnè
‘person’ *tau na’ú hàngkú jòmnòojé, óvè
‘plant (v.)’ *mula, *tanəm [’anam]î [káamén]é [’èm]né
‘pound (v.)’ *bayu, *tuktuk,
*tutu
’arà káabí, káré ’èérè
‘rain’ *quzan ùnuma ráàkà nàtèehré
‘rat’ *balabaw,
PCEMP
*kanzupay
[arùha] ábúukúmà náhí’ùgré
‘red’ *ma-iRaq [mar]arî kárá(rá)ré (ràa)ré
‘rice plant’ *pajəy pása (loan) páhréevè (loan) pàahré (loan)
‘right side’ *ka-wanan,
*ma-taqu
já bákí[kú] vráagò’rè
‘road’ *zalan [ràrin]a, nang-
garé
[jáàr]à ràgàjé
‘root’ *uRat, *wakaR ùmo hírúaatúmà ré’rè
‘rope’ *talih, PCEMP
*waRəj
[gwàr]i’a [gwáar]í [gwàrí]e
‘rotten’ *ma-buRuk,
*ma-busuk
va[varù] ógwáuré márìe
‘salt’ *tasik ‘sea,
saltwater’
[àti] [káh]ìa [àah]ré
‘sand’ *qənay [áen]a, nàha’a ímpápéèta rèetré
‘say’ *kaRi, *tutur a’avé, a’anó ké àmà èmǒ
‘scratch (itch)’ *kaRaw tiarî [áráa]rí ’ùbné, jédnè
‘see’ *kita ara’umâ áréekí ’évèné, ’èvèérè
‘sew’ *tahiq, *zaqit airî tàtí jéetnè
‘sharp’ *ma-tazəm,
*ma-tazim
maraminî kàntrái nègánè
‘shoot (arrow)’ *panaq (hinà) káará vèédrè
‘short (height)’ *ma-babaq ku[vava]’î kúuráté nevúurè
‘shy; ashamed’ *ma-hiaq anìno tòa [mái] méhùvéjè
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‘sick, painful’ *ma-sakit ariá’a háéere hùhèé’rè,
jéndù’rè
‘sit’ *tudan,
PCEMP *to-
dan
[’ò] [kó] vì’ìíjè
‘skin’ *kulit hì’i àpùkúa óbì’rè
‘sky’ *laŋit a[rá’]á [ráak]áté rúujè
‘small’ *dikiq, *kədi marà’u, ùti ákuuná, kàràró dúugò
‘smell (v.)’ *hajək anità nóhà núuhnè
‘smoke’ *qasu, *qəbel tavéra ógw[áahú]gùa ódùgrè
‘snake’ *hulaR, *ni-
pay; *quləj
‘caterpillar’
jorová, [óra] gwóorú mùndíe
‘spider’ *lawaq [ragwa]’î ‘spi-
derweb’
[rá]raàrùmà [ráà]jé
‘spit’ *luzaq inùku’a nùhúa núhvé’rè
‘split’ *bəlaq, *silaq ate’ì, [vorà] íirí ’éejèvné,
’ébèhné
‘squeeze’ *pərəq,
*pəRəs,
*Raməs
[amat]à bátá kóomúgùa dúunùné
‘stab’ *suksuk utumì húnìa húundè, húunè
‘stand’ *diRi, *tuqud etâ óohé íhrè
‘star’ *bituqən úma túùmà hívérèrè pàivré
‘steal’ *takaw marahá, mará’a bàmàrá jéménáe
‘stone’ *batu [vá’]a [áak]ú hnù’ré
‘suck’ *səpəep tuamà húumé dúmbrù’né
‘sugarcane’ *təbu [kóh]a [kóou] [òo]jé
‘sun’ *sinaR; *qalə-
jaw ‘day’
[oro]’á [óòr]à h(ór)úaajè
‘swallow (v.)’ *tələn [’oran]î [kóor]i
‘swell’ *baRəq va[varà] rákrúukú ne[víor]è
‘swim’ *laŋuy, *naŋuy áta, aramána hípátú jú’rè
‘tail’ *ikuR há hùrùkúa hévúugrè
‘that’ *i-na nóna to mónè, mú’è
‘thatch’ *qatəp r[à’a] [áka]ráaníà hòròvré
‘thick’ *ma-kapal,
PCEMP *telu
vo’orinî átátóorí nétrógwáe
‘thin (material)’ *ma-nipis vera’uvà [máníijáh]é né[mníh]è
‘think’ *dəmdəm taramà níaané núrúhérnè
‘this’ *i-ni [né]na te já’è, é’è
‘three’ *təlu [ó]ró [kóorí]hé ráuhè
‘throw (v.)’ *tudaq toà káará vèédrè
‘thunder’ *dəRuŋ, *gur-
gur, *kudug
hahajá,
[kuru]rú’a
páríaai révríàjé
‘tie (v.)’ *hikət aragwì óokúmé ’útútnè
‘tongue’ *dilaq, *həma,
PCEMP *maya
nèma níaméené tápárémbrè
‘tooth’ *(n)ipən gwòto (níi)jé (née)gwájè
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‘two’ *duha [rú]ró [rúu]hí ré[dú]hè
‘vomit’ *utaq, PCEMP
*mutaq
ma[muá’]a má[múugwák]é dùú’rè
‘warm, hot’ *ma-panas na[nat]î áatí névíaadè
‘water (fresh)’ *danum,
*wahiR
[ràrum]a; [gwà-
jar]a ‘river’
búubù,
[ráarám]à
nàgré
‘we (excl.)’ *kami [ám]a née[m]é ó[mí]’è
‘we (incl.)’ *kita [i]’ó, [í]’a née[k]é ó[’í]’è
‘wet’ *ma-basəq hararu’î tátéeráme némárò
‘what?’ *apa, *-anu rosé mòkèrà̌ náhmè
‘where?’ *i-nu vemosé mòkòmò̌ méhà
‘white’ *burak,
*ma-putiq
vehúta bábúugwáhé húabóogrè
‘who?’ *i-sai na’u[sé] jòkè̌ óméhà
‘why?’ *kua, *kuja
‘how?’
verosé, vétè múàkò̌,
úmámìkè
‘wide’ *ma-labəR mararenî, na-
maréta
éehí, páréeré nérónàvè
‘wife’ *qasawa vavína húiiné égò
‘wind’ *haŋin tìvura tárítà báagrè
‘wing’ *kapak, *panid àju níaaré àájè
‘woman’ *bahi,
*b-in-ahi,
*ba-b-in-ahi
[vavín]a [íìnà] jèmègré
‘wood’ *kahiw [ka]’úata [áì] [à]jé
‘work (in garden)’ *quma ám[ùmà]mó érèenáe
‘yawn’ *ma-huab,
PCEMP
*mawap
[máh]a ó[míaagw]á émù[mà]jé
‘year’ *taqun jámà jáagrè
‘yellow’ *ma-kunij veranggunâ ràúi múurùgré
‘you (sg.)’ *i-kahu [ágw]a [à]né [á]’è
‘you (pl.)’ *kamiu [mu]’ó, [amù] [á]née[m]é [ámú]’è
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